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Students of religious studies have recognized “at least three 
functional domains – shared by most religious systems – in which to 
look for change” (Babb 1998:445). Accordingly to Bobb (1998) “Religious 
traditions must be socially reproduced and propagated, which requires that 
technical means exist for their transmission. Second, religious systems 
are embedded in social contexts by which they are shaped in fundamental 
ways. And, third, religious systems are often (perhaps always) implicated 
in the legitimization of authority”. I believe that at least there are two 
additional domains that operate for continuous and to re-interprets new 
religious ideas in the context of South Asia.

The process of evolution and re-interpretation at least in case of Hindu 
Dharma and Islam of South Asia can be observed on a day-to-day basis 
especially in India as part of religious modernity. In the twenty-first century 
South Asia, the impact of communication revolution has been far reaching 
and has deepened very rapidly. Communication revolution has influenced 
social structure, psychological sphere and communicative patterns of South 
Asian cultures. The effects of communication revolution as concluded by 
Agrawal (2010) are not identical to those of Euro-American cultures. 

The direction of reversible and irreversible changes and the process of 
change in the context of South Asia are yet to be fathomed by communication 
scholars and social scientists. The glaring visible impacts can be seen in the 
day to day lives of daily wage workers, vegetable vendors, housewives, 
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top industrialists and business tycoons alike who are seen busy with their 
mobile phones in South Asia. Babb (1998:446) had observed that “India 
has incontestably undergone a genuine media revolution. Few visitors 
to India from other countries can fail to notice the extraordinary degree 
to which electronically amplified sound and visual images protected by 
chromolithography, film and television have become part of the Indian 
sensory surroundings, especially in India’s cities”. 

In 2013, it has been further compounded by digital technology 
information revolution which has jumped literacy, age and sex barriers. It is 
in this context “the amplification effect of new media has been powerfully 
evident in the realm of religious culture” (Babb 1998:446). 

Islam meanwhile remains somewhat obscured and least effected 
due to communication revolution until very recently. While discussing 
communication revolution in the context of Islam, Lawrence (1998) 
indicated that the scholars of Islamic religious studies of South Asia 
focused on issues relating to Islam identity. Though according to Lawrence 
(1998:489) “Islamic identity and Muslim community overlap, but they are 
not identical. One relates to religious perceptions and pursuits, the other to 
civil society and political expediency”.  

Recent developments in radio and television broadcast especially 
satellite television and increased Internet penetration has influenced 
religious discourse. These have also helped break literacy, age and gender 
barriers among the Muslims of South Asia. The Hindu and Muslim 
media consumption of religious content and its effects remain largely 
not understood due to lack of empirical studies of the process and the 
contradictions that exist between religious realities and religious broadcast. 
This paper attempts to analyze some of these dimensions in a comparative 
perspective of Hindu and Muslim religious telecast. 

Media and Religion: Theoretical Postulate

In the book Television and Religion: The Shaping of Faith, Values 
and Culture, Fore (1987) indicated “that television is not simply a 
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technology but an entire system involving an economic philosophy, 
a political structure, and strong cultural interconnections. There is no 
way we can separate the media’s technological possibilities from its 
economic-political-cultural realities”2 …which transcends all of its 
surface effects which acts as a cultivator of culture. In the same paper, 
Fore quoted Kuhns who believed that “The entertainment milieu has 
transformed the ways in which we believe and are capable of believing”3. 
In the context of South Asia, repeated observations supported the view 
that religious television signifies highly ritualistic replication of prayer 
and worship in participatory mode. For example, Hindu devotees 
participate in Ramlila (a drama performance of Hindu epic Ramayan), 
Garba (rituals prayer dance in honor of Jai Ambe Goddess), Shivratri 
(birthday celebration of Lord Shiva), Ramnavmi (birthday celebration 
of Lord Rama) as a socio-religious activities.  Same can be said about 
Muslim performance of Namaz after Vazu (purification), recital of 
Quran, Roza (fasting) and Taraweeh (special prayer during Ramzaan).  
Religious pilgrimage by Hindus, visit to Mecca for Haj by Muslims are 
other examples of collective and individual religious practices. 

The question in the paper is raised as to what happens to the Hindu 
or Muslim devotees and in what state of mind they get into during the 
religious participation or performance and how are they treated by the 
rest of the non-participants? The observations indicated that Hindu or 
Muslim devotees, it seems, are treated somewhat sacred who remain 
out of immediate social environment and social sphere. Once religious 
participation is over, the individual gets back into normal social life. 
Anthropologists have described this intermediate social stage as a state 
of “liminality”. 

According to Kottak (2011:290) “liminality always has a certain 
characteristic. Liminal people occupy ambiguous social positions. They 
exist apart from ordinary distinctions and expectations, living in a time 
out of time. They are cut off from normal social contacts. A variety of 
2 www.religion-online.org/showchapter.asp?title=2236&C=2062.2/9
3 As quoted in http://www.religion-online.org/showchapter.asp?title=2236&c=2062.2/9

contrasts may demarcate liminality from regular social life”. Viewing 
religious television seems to create a state of liminality that can be felt 
among Hindu and Muslim viewers. The individual passes through three 
stages of “right of passage” described as   “separation”, “liminality” 
and “incorporation” (Kottak 2011:290). The state of separation starts 
as soon as Hindu or Muslim viewers put on the religious channel 
for viewing. The viewer gets separated from the family members/
community and attains the state of liminality. The viewer stays in the 
state of liminality until he/she switches off the religious television 
channel. Then the viewer returns to state of incorporation and joins the 
normal social life. In this paper, I have used the concept of ‘liminality’ 
to analyze influence of religious television among Hindu and Muslim 
viewers. 

Media and Religion in Multi-religious India

The cultural contour of South Asia contains a legacy of the continuity 
of the Indian civilization, evolution of religious ideas and high degree 
of visual literacy. Time and space in the infinite universe has been 
conceived, examined and explained through philosophical perspective 
that provides moral dictums, vision and myth of human existence, 
its past, present and future. Such explanations relate to humans and 
humanlike Gods and Goddesses, and almighty God and their unending 
and continual conflict with self proclaimed thoughts of right and wrong.  
Incorporation of several new religions from across the world has lead 
to serious conflicts and arm struggle among different religious groups. 

The over a century old Indian cinema has helped improve visual 
literacy and added colourful extravaganza in which Hindu Gods and 
Goddesses manifested humanlike behaviour and character. Films 
critics of India believe “films have taught us [Indians] how to dream, 
how to love, laugh and live. They provide an escapist fantasy to an ever 
increasing brood of mother India” (Filmfare April 2013: 146) Built on 
the foundation of cinema, digital media further added sophistication 
in representational domain and in expressing characters of multitude 
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Gods and Goddesses and their intimate relationship with humans. 
Communication revolution of digital media has further added means 
and methods to improve visual representation and in breaking literacy 
and language barriers. 

In India, while Hindu constituted 80.5 percent of 1.02 billion 
population the Muslim population was 13.4 percent according to Census 
of India 2001. Census of India 2011 indicated a total population of on 
1.21 billion though religious distribution is yet to be made available. 
Over two dozen languages are spoken in India though Hindi is the 
most dominant language. Muslim use Hindi or Urdu languages in Uttar 
Pradesh and Uttarakhand. 

Satellite Religious Television 

In 2013, there are several dozen non-stop dedicated “Satellite 
Religious Television Channels” for Hindu viewers.  Similarly there are 
over a dozen Islamic religious channels for Muslim viewers. In addition, 
most of the private and public service television channels devote a part 
of their time on religious television. In this respect, there is high dose 
of religious television. Religious television is viewed on a fairly regular 
basis as reported in a number of television studies (Agrawal 2012a, 
Agrawal et al. 2012b, Agrawal 2011, 2010 and Anonymous 2009). 
In this respect, all pervasive religious television has added several 
million strong viewers belonging to different religions having access to 
terrestrial, cable and direct-to-home television (DTH). 

Aim 

The paper aims among other things, to analyze possible influences of 
religious telecast on the Hindu and Muslim viewers living in the urban 
multi-religious cultural setting of Hindi speaking states of Uttar Pradesh 
and Uttarakhand in India.  More specifically the paper aims to (a) study 
change in the religious behavior among Hindu and Muslim viewers 
having common cultural and linguists tradition, (b) assess degree of 

religious tolerance expressed by Hindu and Muslim viewers towards 
each other and (c) extent these influences have been internalized by 
Hindu and Muslim viewers as a result of religious television viewing. 

Viewers’ Profile 

The profile of both Hindu and Muslim viewers as indicated in Table 
1 is that of educated adults of both genders who lived in household of 
five and above members in which economic status of Hindu seemed 
better compared to the Muslim viewers. Both have good knowledge 
of religion and are able to discern the content of the religious telecast 
against their strongly held religious beliefs. 

Table 1: Socio-economic Characteristics of Viewers by Religion (in 
percent) 
Religion Hindu Muslim
Age
Below 35 Years 35.7 59.1
36-55 Years 53.1 29.9
Above 56 Years 11.2 11.0
Gender
Male 61.4 68.4
Female 38.6 31.6
Education
Illiterate 1.8 11.0
Below Graduate 34.6 57.8
Graduate+ 63.6 31.2
Marital status
Unmarried 15.8 40.5
Married 81.9 57.8
Divorced/Widow 2.2 1.7
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Family size
1-4 members 41.3 24.6
5+ members 58.7 75.4
Average Family Size 5.1 7.2
Monthly Household income
INR 10000 and less 15.2 66.1
INR 10001-20000 37.7 16.3
INR 20001-30000 19.9 6.6
INR 30001+ 25.7 11.0
Cannot say 1.6 0.0
Total N 448 301

 
Faith in God 
The viewers were asked about their faith in God and their daily ritual 
performance. Only minor differences between Hindu and Muslim 
viewers were observed about faith in God (Hindu 97.3 percent and 
Muslim 100 percent) (Table 2). 

Table 2: Faith in God by Religion (in percent) 
Believe in Religion and God Hindu Muslim
Yes 97.3 100.0
No 2.7 0.0
Total 448 301

Table 3 indicated that 45.8 percent Hindu viewers performed some 
rituals or prayer once a day and 37.5 percent more than once day. In 
case of Muslim viewers 70.8 percent Muslim performed Namaz (daily 
prayer) and remaining 29.8 percent performed Namaz on various 
festival days like Ramzaan, Id-ul-Fitr and Id-ul-Zuha (Table 3). 

Table 3: Offer of Prayer by Religion (in percent) 

Hindu Muslim
Offer of prayer 
Once in a day 45.8 -
More than once in a day 37.5 -
Sometime 11.8 -
Monthly 2.7 -
On special occasion 2.2
Offer of prayer
Daily - 70.8
Only during Ramzaan - 16.9
Sometimes  - 10.3
During Id-ul-Fitr/ Id-ul-Zuha - 1.3
No response - 0.7
Total N 448 301

Religious Tolerance

A set of three questions were asked to the Hindu and Muslim viewers 
relating to religious participation operationally defined as acceptance 
of other religious practices with positive feelings and appreciation in 
multi-religious cultural setting. 

Table 4 indicated that except 13.4 percent Hindu viewers and 2.3 
percent Muslim viewers largely either did not watch or somewhat 
watched the telecast of other religions. Similarly, 17.4 percent Hindu 
viewers ever visited any mosque, church or gurudwara (Sikh temple) 
and 0.7 percent Muslim viewers visited temple or church or gurudwara 
(Sikh temple). Participation in the religious fares and festivals was 
equally low (Hindu viewers 16.3 percent, Muslim viewers 2.7 percent) 
as indicated in Table 4.
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On the whole, there seemed to be limited participation of other 
religions, in spite of the multi-religious cultural setting of India. It 
applies both to Hindu and Muslim living together for centuries. It could 
also be because the Hindu and Muslim viewers preferred to confine 
within their religious domain in spite of unhindered exposure and 
continuous interaction with multiple religions. Observations indicated a 
somewhat different picture. Economic, religious and day-to-day social 
interaction due to human necessities has reflected a whole lot of sharing 
and participation in each others religious activities. 

Table 4: Religious Participation and Viewing of Programmes 
among Hindu and Muslim 

Hindu Muslim
Watch programs of other religion
Very much 13.4 2.3
Somewhat 50.0 55.8
Not at all 36.6 41.9
Like to visit religious places of other religion
Very much 17.4 0.7
Somewhat 59.8 32.6
Not at all 22.8 66.8
Celebrate other religions festivals and participate in their 
customs
Very much 16.3 2.7
Somewhat 59.8 48.2
Not at all 23.9 49.2
Total 448 301

Anger, Fear, Sympathy and Worry among Hindu and Muslim 
Viewers4

The concept of transmigration of soul or rebirth in the Hindu 
religion seems to have helped in inculcating and internalizing the 
notion of temporariness of humans from fear from death. According 
to Hindu belief, the life cycle of birth and death continues until one 
attains nirvana (liberation of soul from mortal constituents) in which 
human birth provides the best opportunity of attaining nirvana. The 
same cannot be said about Islam and Christianity where after death 
one has to wait until the Day of Judgment. It is for this reason that only 
5.4 percent Hindu and 7.0 percent Muslim viewers had shown any fear 
from death (Table 5). While no Hindu is afraid of hell, 17.3 percent 
Muslim viewers are afraid of hell. The degree of ‘humiliation’ (28.6 
percent Hindu and 19.9 percent Muslim viewers) slightly differs from 
each other. A similar observation can be made about ‘separation from 
loved ones’ (37.1 percent Hindu and 26.2 percent Muslim viewers) 
(Table 5). 

The Hindu and Muslim viewers showed anger when one lied (38.4 
percent Hindu and 49.2   percent Muslim viewers) (Table 5). Given the 
nature of the Indian family and importance to familial relationships, 
it is not surprising that as much as 33.7 percent Hindu viewers and 
42.9 percent Muslim reported getting worried because of their family 
followed by loss of reputation (Hindu viewers 27.7 percent and Muslim 
viewers 15.6 percent) (Table 5). These differences could be a result of 
prevailing socio-political condition in India. Further, probing would be 
required explaining contrasting views on the issue of separation from 
loved ones and reputation.  

Physically handicapped persons drew sympathy (Hindu 40.0 
percent and Muslim 31.2 percent). Sick and helpless drew more or less 
equal sympathy (21.9 percent Hindu viewers and 17.9 percent Muslim 
viewers) from both whereas poverty did not attracted sympathy among 

4 The text in this section is largely drawn from the author’s paper of 2013 (See Agrawal 2013). 
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Hindu viewers (17.6 percent) as compared to Muslim viewers (24.6 
percent) (Table 5).  Analysis indicated culture specificity coupled with 
religious beliefs that evoked fear, anger, worry and sympathy within the 
context of the Indian culture mediated by religious values.

Table 5: Reasons for Anger, Fear, Sympathy and Worry by Religion (in 
percent)

Religion Hindu Muslim
What fears you the most
Death 5.4 7.0
Separation from loved ones 37.1 26.2
Failure 16.7 7.3
Unknown trouble 12.3 9.0
Humiliation 28.6 19.9
Grave 0.0 3.0
Day of Judgment/ Hereafter 0.0 10.3
Hell 0.0 17.3
What angers you the most
Lie 38.4 49.2
Too much work 4.7 3.0
Failure 13.2 5.6
Bad behavior 21.0 14.3
Bitter words 22.8 10.3
Words against religion 0.0 17.6
What concerns you the most
Family members 33.7 42.9
Earnings 12.1 13.0
Employment 10.3 8.6
Health 16.3 3.0
Reputation 27.7 15.6
Religious performance 0.0 16.9

Towards whom do you feel pity and sympathetic
Sick 8.0 23.6
Poor 17.6 24.6
Handicapped 40.0 31.2
Helpless 21.9 17.9
Person in pain 12.5 2.7
Total N 448 301

Influences of Religious Telecast

A question was raised: To what extent does religious television 
viewing in a multi-religious cultural setting has strengthened the belief 
in Hindu Dharma or Islam? The viewers were administered a battery 
of eight questions to gauge their views on the influences of religious 
telecast. Each question was asked to assess as to how religious telecast 
might have influenced the viewers’ belief. These included questions 
related to religion and current life, love for humanness, capacity to 
take important decisions, ability to think rationally, able to learn about 
important things and understand environment and be able to assess 
others perceptions and approaches. It was assumed that the composite 
effect created during the state of liminality while viewing religious 
television would lead to changes towards religious belief both among 
Hindu and Muslim viewers. 

Each question was separately analysed and a composite influence of 
religious telecast was also calculated. For this purpose, each question 
having three options of responses, a numerical value was assigned for 
each kind of response in the category of ‘not all’ (zero), ‘increased a 
little’ or ‘belief as become a stronger’ (one) and ‘belief as become very 
strong’ or ‘increased very much’ (two). These values have been assigned 
for the calculation in a non-linear and non-equidistance scale though 
reflecting a difference of opinion in three categories.  The percentage 
of mean score for each category was separately calculated and a total 
mean score was also calculated. The same has been presented in Table 6. 
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Two kinds of analyses are presented to assess the influence of religious 
telecast among Hindu and Muslim. 

There seems to be significant differences in the belief towards 
religion after viewing religious telecast between Hindu (15.0 percent) 
and Muslim viewers (39.9 percent) (Table 6) and composite mean score 
of Hindu (0.7) and Muslim (1.2) (Table 6). While Hindu has been much 
less influenced by the religious telecast the Muslim viewers reported 
strong influence. Table 6 clearly indicated that in the state of liminality 
Muslim viewers strongly felt the influence of religious telecast as 
compared to Hindu viewers.

The strongest influence of television viewing can be seen in increased 
humanness among Muslim viewers (44.2 percent) as opposed to Hindu 
viewers (12.5 percent).  

On the whole, it seems religious television viewing had moderate 
or no influence whatever at attitudinal level among Hindu viewers. 
Once the Hindu viewer is out of state of liminality and returns back 
to normal life, little or negligible influence of religious television can 
be observed. Meanwhile, degree of influence among Muslim viewer 
seems to be multifold compare to Hindu viewer. However, once the 
Muslim viewer is out of state of liminality and returns back to normal 
life, their strongly held religious belief remained intact with or without 
influence of religious television. In the light of the analysis, it is argued 
that strongly held religious beliefs and cultural dictates would not get 
influenced by religious television viewing as it lacked religious and 
spiritual sanctity. At the same time, the changing attitude at the societal 
level may continue to bring about socio-cultural change with or without 
religious television viewing as ascertained by David Mandelbaum 
(1970). 

The lack of influence of religious television among Hindu and Muslim 
viewers as indicated in Table 7 provides a perspective in understanding 
of cultural nature of television. It is argued that television may not be 
able to influence strongly held beliefs as they are not internalized by 

the viewers like cinema. Also, in the multi-religious India, in spite of 
living together in physical proximity, did not help increase interaction, 
religious tolerance and social interaction which could be explained by 
a whole host of structural, historical and political factors. Hence, there 
is a need for deeper analysis to understand the influences of religious 
television in the multi-religious context of India.

Table 6: Influence of Religious Telecast (in percent)

Television Influence Hindu Muslim
Belief towards Religion 
Belief has become very strong 15.0 39.9
Belief has become little stronger 59.6 49.8
Belief has not at all increased 25.4 10.3
Belief towards life  
Easiness has increased very much 11.4 37.5
Easiness has increased a little 52.2 51.8
Easiness has not at all increased 36.4 10.6
Humanness 
Increased very much 12.5 44.2
Increased a little 53.1 49.5
Has not at all increased 34.4 6.3
Capacity to take important decisions
Increased very much 11.6 25.2
Increased a little 37.1 56.8
Has not at all increase 51.3 17.9
Ability to think rationally and prudently
Increased very much 10.0 24.3
Increased a little 37.3 58.5
Has not at all increase 52.7 17.3
Learning about important things
Very easy to evaluate 10.9 21.3
 Little bit easy to evaluate 35.7 63.8
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Has not become easy to evaluate 53.4 15.0
Understanding of environment
Very much 11.2 27.9
Little bit better 46.0 61.8
Has not help at all 42.8 10.3
Easier to assess other’s perception and approach
Very much 10.0 26.2
A Little 48.7 64.5
Not at all 41.3 9.3
Total N 448 301

Table 7: Composite Influence of Religious Telecast (in percent)

Composite Influence of Religious Telecast Hindu Muslim
Very much 11.6 30.8
A Little 46.2 57.1
Not at all 42.2 12.1
Mean score 0.7 1.2
Total N 448 301
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